
Overview

Meet Alexis, a dedicated professional with a passion for law and a commitment to excellence. Alexis earned her B.S.

in political science from Texas State University, where her passion for the intricacies of legal systems began to

flourish. Building on this foundation, she furthered her education by obtaining a paralegal studies certificate from

the University’s master’s program in 2014.

In 2015, Alexis embarked on her journey with Hendler Law and quickly became an invaluable asset to the firm.

Today, she holds the esteemed position of Senior Trial Paralegal, playing a pivotal role in the firm’s success. As a

Senior Trial Paralegal, Alexis collaborates closely with our attorneys, meticulously crafting and developing case

evidence from the initial intake stage through to trial. Her keen attention to detail and unwavering dedication

ensures that no stone is left unturned in building strong legal cases. She is also responsible for expertly managing

progress and timelines, guaranteeing that deadlines are consistently met.

Beyond her dedication to the legal world, Alexis leads a fulfilling life outside the office. She’s a sports enthusiast,

regularly hitting the gym at the crack of dawn to stay fit. Her creative side shines through in her love for arts and

crafts, which serves as a source of relaxation and rejuvenation. Above all, Alexis places a premium on quality time
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with her family, cherishing every moment spent together.

Residing in the vibrant city of San Antonio, Alexis proudly wears her Spurs fandom on her sleeve. Her diverse

interests and unwavering commitment make her an exceptional addition to the Hendler Law family and a respected

figure in the legal community.

Education

Bachelor’s Degree from Texas State University in Criminal Justice and Political Science in 2013

Paralegal Certification from Texas States’ Legal Studies graduate program in 2014
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